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Welcome to the third of our YHIoT Update newsletters, and sadly the last one that I will get a
chance to input on. For those that are not already aware, I will be leaving on the 9th of July 2021 to
take up a new role with a national charity supporting young people and their families.
I can’t believe that it is 17 months since I started in January 2020, and who knew that the world
would become such a different place back then! However, as I enter my last few weeks it is has
been a really good opportunity to reflect on the positive progress that has been made with the
YHIoT programme by the Partnership.
We have nearly completed all the 12 capital spend projects, with the remaining 3 ready to complete
by October 2021.
We have delivered 9 Tech Seminars on subjects such as Cyber Security, AI Ethics, Renewable Energy
Technology and Immersive Technologies.
We have created an IoT Journal supported through our active Research & CPD Group.
We have started work on three collaborative projects with an In-Work Skills Pilot bid, the ‘All Things
Cyber’ project, and the start of our 360 Video Project. I am excited to see how these collaborative
projects grow.

We have also developed some new relationships with local employers among lots of
other things. A lot of work still needs to be done to increase the demand for Level
4/5 courses and apprenticeships but as the YHIoT enters into its next phase it has a
strong foundation to take on the challenge. Wishing every one involved with the
YHIoT Partnership the best of luck with the next phase of work.

Amy
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Who are the Yorkshire & Humber Institute of technology?
For those that aren’t familiar with the YHIoT we are a partnership of the following
organisations. We are one of 12 IoTs across the country and part of a wider government
initiative led by the Department for Education.

York St John University
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Contact
Our website address - https://yhiot.ac.uk/
If you would like to get in contact please email us at:
YHIoTAdmin@yorkcollege.ac.uk
You can also find us on Twitter - @YorkHumberIOT
And LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/yhiot
Plus visit our You Tube Channel

Launch of the ‘All Things Cyber’ Group
• The Digital Advisory Group and Research &
Professional Development Group of the YHIoT
have come together to look at what needs to be
achieved to ensure cyber curriculum courses are
being developed that meet the needs of the
employers in the area. This is being led by Alison
Davies; Skipton Building Society and Viv Parker;
University of Hull.
• We are hoping that businesses; education
providers and YHIoT partners will be able to
collaborate further under this Group; ensuring the
future plans for businesses and curriculum are
further developed in cyber.

YHIoT Tech Seminars

We have now held eight Tech Seminars via
either Zoom or Microsoft Teams. These have
proved to be a fantastic success with topics
ranging from Robotics AI & Ethics; 360
Degree Interactive Videos to Cyber Crime
and Cybersecurity. These have given lots of
information and insight into these subjects
from experts working in these fields.
Our most recent ones have been hosted by
Skipton Building Society, VISR, University of
Hull and York St John University.
Most of these have been recorded and can
be viewed via our YouTube channel.
Our next Tech Seminar is entitled ‘Power of
Distraction: Managing Pain, Reducing Trauma
– Head Mounted Displays led by Matthew
Coxon, Senior Lecturer in Cognitive
Psychology from York St John University to be
held on Tuesday 29 June 2021 Time: 12:00 –
13:00. Click here for tickets.

Launch of our collaborative
360 Video Project
• The YHIoT has purchased various 360 video
equipment as part of the DfE IoT funding.
• The University of Hull will be leading the project
as part of their Erasmus+ ‘SEPA360’ project and
working with the IoT partners to develop shared
annotated video learning material for current and
future curriculum, complimenting longer-term
research in mixed reality; as well as offering a
reduced workload solution to the incorporation of
enhanced reality.

University of Hull unveil £200,000
‘emergent technologies’ laboratory
• The University of Hull have opened a new Emergent
Technology Lab which will offer students state-of-theart equipment in Virtual and Augmented Reality.
• This has been supported through a £200,000 capital
grant from the Department of Education and forms a
wider part of the YHIoT offering training in state-ofthe-art VR and AR; allowing students to develop their
own VR and AR applications as well as being able to
develop autonomous vehicles and learn about the
electronics, mechanical engineering, embedded
software development and AI that underpins this
technology.
• The lab will be used by students from each of the
YHIoT’s seven partner colleges.

Click here for the full article

MP Visit to new IoT building at East
Riding College
• East Riding College welcomed local MP Graham Stuart to its
Flemingate campus in Beverley in April for a ‘hard-hat tour’
of its new Institute of Technology (IoT).
• The tour allowed Mr Stuart to view the progress of the
construction of a brand new Institute of Technology - part of
the YHIoT. The new facility at East Riding College is an
extension of the College’s Beverley campus, situated in the
busy Flemingate shopping and leisure complex. It will
provide specialist accommodation for higher level
engineering, construction and computing courses.
• You can read the full article here.
• Business Works Magazine feature

New Precision Livestock Facilities
• Work is underway on the new £1.7 million precision
livestock facility which has been funded by the YHIoT.
• The project will include a dedicated teaching and
learning space, a precision calf rearing facility and beef
grower unit. The buildings allow the delivery of
courses on sustainable and high welfare farming
practices. Students will be able to access real-time
data and enhanced, flexible, hands-on research
opportunities. Data captured can be viewed and used
within the separate teaching space allowing
continuous and applied learning. The build will be
complete in autumn 2021.
• The precision livestock project will position Askham
Bryan College as a leading provider in education for
sustainable beef production in the region. The building
designs are by Evans McDowall and the build by
HACS.
• You can read more here.

Bishop Burton College’s
new IoT Facilities
• Bishop Burton College is set to unveil
its new Institute of Technology
facilities with a Showcase Event for
invited guests on Tuesday 22nd June
2021.
• Visitors will see the newly-completed
IoT building, as well as some of the
specialist technologies that students
will be able to use, including robotics
and satellite applications, to ensure
they have the knowledge and skills to
improve efficiencies and
sustainability for the future.

New IoT Facilities at Craven College
The new IoT facilities are now available for students
to use.
The purpose of the IoT is to enable the College to
invest in industry-standard equipment and provide
higher-level technical training. This massive training
boost will enhance employment opportunities and
ensure highly qualified employees for the regions’
employers.
You can find out more and also take a virtual tour of
the IoT facilities here.

York College joins
Research College Group
The group represents 10 founder organisations comprised
of General Further Education and Sixth Form Colleges
who lead in practitioner research.
These organisations have come together to bring
practitioner and other forms of post-16 education and
training research, into the heart of sector organisations.
This collaborative endeavour is run by and for the sector
and seeks to raise the profile, standing and value of post16 education and training through its own
research undertaken by its own community, and by
leading thinking to develop forms of research and enquiry
that reflect the requirements of the sector.
You can read the full article regarding this here.

Mike Saunders, Head of Quality
Improvement, will also be working on
the Research & CPD Group, which is
part of the YHIoT.

Training the Next Generation
In May, York College’s FD Digital Technologies (Cyber Security) students welcomed (virtually) Josh and Liam
from the PentestPeople. They wanted to start to build links with local training providers in order to train the
next generation; something they are passionate about.
They informed students about the amazingly interesting and intricate work that they get to perform, whilst
being honest that the work isn’t 9-5 and that it permeates all areas of your life, requiring research to keep at
the forefront of the industry.
Liam said, “If you’re not in love with cyber before you jump in, you’ll find it incredibly hard to perform at the
standard required. That being said, it’s amazingly fun. After impressing this upon the students listening to the
talk, a number of them connected with us on LinkedIn.”
Ellie Bevan, FD Digital Technologies (Cyber Security) student said, “I found the presentation from
PentestPeople very interesting; it gave me a great insight into an industry that I didn’t know much about. The
presentation demonstrated the changing environment of the cyber security industry. It was very engaging.”
Jack Manley, FD Digital Technologies (Cyber Security) student said, “The virtual talk was very insightful as it
showed progression opportunities for when I finish my studies and what I can do in the future. It was
inspiring to hear their stories and see what they had done to get where they are now. Through this, I have
gained/learned a list of potential job opportunities to go to when I have finished my studies as well as a
greater understanding of the industry.”
Richard Hind, FD Digital Technologies (Cyber Security) Course Leader adds, “I felt it gave the students a great
insight into the realities of network penetration testing and the wide variety of skills that testers need to
develop, both technical and people skills. Being quite recent graduates themselves, Josh and Liam provided a
very student friendly explanation and also offered to provide advice and guidance via LinkedIn to any of our
students who are considering a career in cybersecurity.”

New Higher Education Courses
available at Scarborough TEC
In collaboration with the YHIoT Scarborough TEC have added
two exciting new courses to their growing number of HE
programmes; in incredible brand-new facilities at the Filey Road
campus in Scarborough.
These are FdSc Cyber Security and FdSc Digital Design; both
subject to validation.
The FdSc Cyber Security will prepare you for a career in cyber
security and similar fields of digital forensics, cryptography and
computer-related employment. This course will focus on
establishing a sound base of knowledge and skills in
programming, networking, hardware, databases, and security.

Ann Hardy, Principal of
Scarborough TEC, said:
“Our new IoT spaces are
incredibly creative and
offer students to chance
study and learn important
skills that will future-proof
their career options using
the latest IT equipment and
technology which includes
3D printing and robotics.

If you’re interested in digital design-based solutions, the FdSc Digital Design can be
inventive, elegant, and rewarding. Taking a problem from a client or business then
designing and producing a solution is not only professionally satisfying but in high
demand in all areas of business, locally, nationally and across the world. This twoyear programme will prepare you for working in a digital design studio, with the
technical, professional, and interpersonal skills required to be successful in this
field.

Our Partners

